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Join your colleagues, global regulators, industry specialists, 
and academia in a series of strategic discussions about the 
regulatory landscape, globalization efforts, and harmonization 
initiatives in Latin America and the Caribbean. 

This participatory and educational event will be the “go-to” 
for discussing the latest updates on reliance, new approaches 
for clinical trials, and global regulatory updates that matter 
the most to you.

Over the course of this 3-day conference, you’ll become informed 
on the importance of strengthening regulatory systems in Latin 
America and the Caribbean, gain insight on how stakeholders in 
the region are working to broaden regulatory horizons, and learn 
about the future of regulatory innovation.
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Event Takeaways

Hot Topics for 2022

Strengthening Regulatory Systems

Broadening Regulatory Horizons

Looking Toward Regulatory Innovation

Introduction of current regulatory landscape highlighting  
regulator’s perspective

Discussion of key crosscutting concepts and practices to promote 
stronger regulatory systems

Importance of both regional and international expert participation to 
public health

Expansion on current regulatory trends with regional and international 
expert speakers

Discussion of specific opportunities for evidence-based  
regulatory activities

Exploration of potential regulatory issues and solutions that exist in 
emerging markets

Reflection on evolving landscape and new challenges brought on by 
the COVID-19 pandemic

Discussions that enable health systems to embrace innovation 

Successful preparatory techniques for regulatory authorities to meet 
specific challenges and complexities in the processes for the products 
they regulate

Opportunity for regulators of regional reference to present best 
practices in support of regulatory progress

Distinguish best practices implemented by health authorities in Latin 
America and the Caribbean

Identify current and future regulatory projects and priorities from 
regional regulators

Gain clarity on global and regional regulatory landscapes before and 
during the pandemic

Recognize the responsibilities of regulators in improving access to safe, 
efficacious, and quality medical products

Assess the relevance and purpose of the designation of reference 
authorities

Identify the implementation process of risk-based approaches and  
its potential benefits 

State the critical impact that medical technology innovation and 
shareholder transparency has on public health and safety

Outline opportunities for the expansion of these approaches in Latin 
America and the Caribbean

2022 Projections of Global Attendance 

Attendees Include 
Professionals Involved In:

EXPLORE FURTHER

Daily Event Topics for  
Maximized Engagement

DAY 1

DAY 2

DAY 3

Improving Manufacturing: 
Lessons Learned from 

mRNA Vaccines

Academia

Drug Regulation

Clinical Research and Development

Quality Assurance

Research and Development

Strategic Sourcing/Planning

Regulatory Affairs

Visit our website 
routinely for the first 
glimpse into the 
comprehensive list 
of regulatory experts 
attending from around 
the world. — Stay tuned!

http://ow.ly/PSFm50GKGW6

